Abstract. Through analyzing the force of the machine running gear and the calculation of its driving force, the strength of drive wheels is checked. To analyze the stress distribution and deformation of the driving wheel in working situation, the drive wheels working environment in Ansys is simulated. The results provide reference to optimum design of the machine structure.
Introduction
Walking mechanism is machine very important parts. The walking of heading machine is realized by the driving wheel and crawler board to cooperate with each other, When the driving wheel is driven by the gear reducer, rely on tooth profile in order to drive the track link segments of the walk [1] . Drive gear and segments with the same pitch, when the drive gear rotates, the base circle segments to match the drive gear on the base circle, each of the segments according to the same pitch on the drive gear transmission, implementation to walk. Transmission system and calculation of crawler plate design directly decides the walking performance [2] . This paper introduces the calculation method about machine line of driving force, driving wheels for the finite element analysis; provide a reference for the optimization of structural design [3] .
Design of the sprocket
In order to reduce the direction of height, reduce the sprocket wheel diameter, need to change the original design of 13 teeth to 11, reduced the grounding Angle, the decrease of sprocket teeth directly reduce the sprocket wheel diameter. Fig. 2 The driving wheel meshing When checking the intensity of driving wheel, in order to make the machine has higher reliability, the maximum output torque is provided by hydraulic motor as driving wheel drive torque [4] . When the travel agency work, the main impetus for walking machine provided by the hydraulic motor. The power that supplied by the motor through reducer is passed on to the drive wheels, drive caterpillar crawler walking [5] . Due to machine drives the caterpillar turn into small Angle (3°~5°), so its at the same time relay drivers drive tooth number for half of the total number of teeth, but in practice, As a result of the drive is not smooth, the transmission is not stable, cause there are a few teeth in heritability, here take extreme cases analysis, only used to force a tooth pass, to ensure the reliability of the machine is working.
(1) Load to determine: T=232.8kN (2) Constraint and load applied Due to the driving wheel is the main transmission parts, bolts to connect to the reducer in the above work, the main part is close to the root and crawler board contact and interaction, the force on the part of the tooth, so choose load uniformly distributed load, the constraint and load applied as shown in the figure below. The circumferential constraints of driving wheel are implemented by fastening bolt [6] . In actual work, because the number of bolt driving wheel force cannot be sure that the bolt stress is very complex, add method cannot be fixed constraint, here to select all 24 bolts was carried out on the driving wheel weeks to constraints, and to the drive wheels the deformation condition of stress distribution and stress distribution are analyzed [7] . In ansys, the static analysis was carried out on the driving wheel, the maximum stress is 188.094 MPa, safety factor of 4.94. Analysis result shows that the driving wheel reserves sufficient strength with small deformation.It can meet the requirements. Conversely, if the tooth root stress becomes greater, we should focus on the Optimum design scheme.
